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1 Introduction

We describe a novel class of biscuit conditional we call the perspectival biscuit (PB).

Perspectival biscuits (PBs) are characterized by three features:
(i) a generic pronoun (i.e., impersonal you or one) in the if -clause (antecedent);
(ii) a perspective-sensitive item in the main clause (consequent);
(iii) entailment of a fully-specified consequent proposition.

PBs have the discourse effect of shifting perspective in the main clause. For instance:

(1) If yougen are at the door︸ ︷︷ ︸
antecedent

, the cat is behind the desk︸ ︷︷ ︸
consequent

.

≈ ‘The cat is behind the desk, from the point of view of the door.’ (biscuit reading)

Biscuit conditionals generally entail their consequent, with the antecedent serving only
to suggest discourse relevance:

(2) a. If you’re curious, our talk is Sunday at 11:40am.
b. There are biscuits on the sideboard︸ ︷︷ ︸

conseqeunt

if you want them︸ ︷︷ ︸
antecedent

. (Austin 1956)

This is in contrast to hypothetical conditionals, which express a conditional dependence,
only entailing their consequent when the antecedent is true:

(3) If Arnold went shopping, there are biscuits on the sideboard.
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Sentences described as biscuit conditionals typically have possible hypothetical readings
as well, though they are often somewhat implausible and require some creative contexts to
make apparent:

(4) a. Context: the scheduling of talks at a conference is ordered by the level of partici-
pants’ curiosity. The final slot is Sunday at 11:40am, and to finalize the ordering,
we need your input.
If you’re curious, (then1) our talk is Sunday at 11:40am. (hyp. reading)

b. Context: the sideboard magically produces food when passersby are hungry.
There are biscuits on the sideboard if you want them. (hyp. reading)

What makes perspectival biscuits special?

Puzzle: Biscuit readings for PBs only seem to arise with a generic pronoun (i.e.,
yougen or onegen) in the antecedent.

With non-generic DPs, the biscuit reading disappears in favor of a hypothetical reading:

(5) If {you2sg/Bob/someone/no one} are/is at the door, the cat is behind the desk.

≈ ‘When one is present at the door, the cat hides behind the desk.’ (hyp. reading)
(Perhaps the cat is shy.)

The absence of a generic pronoun does not have an effect on the biscuithood of more con-
ventional biscuit conditionals like (2a) and (2b):

(6) a. If your advisor is curious, our talk is Sunday at 11:40am. (biscuit)

1Biscuit conditionals typically resist then; conditionals with then “force” a hypothetical reading (Iatridou
1994). However, the reliability of this diagnostic has been challenged by Zakkou (2017), among others.
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b. There are biscuits on the sideboard if Caroline wants them. (biscuit)

So why do PBs only arise with generic pronouns?

Our claim: The perspectival biscuit reading arises because the generic pronoun
in the antecedent licenses generic quantification exclusively over individuals, not
situations.

Preview of our account

• Most prior accounts of biscuit conditionals work with standalone antecedent and con-
sequent propositions.

• Instead, we analyze PBs as a conditional paraphrase of a single generically quan-
tified expression, as in this example modified from Krifka et al. (1995):

(7) a. Mary smokes after dinner.
b. If it’s after dinner, Mary smokes.
c. [gen s, x : x = Mary ∧ it’s after dinner in s] x smokes in s.

• Like (7c), the material in the if -clause acts as an explicit restrictor, but unlike (7c), it
does so only for (perspective-holding) individuals:

(8) [gen x: x is at the door] the cat is behind(x) the desk.

Roadmap

• 2. Empirical description: perspective, biscuithood, and genericity

• 3. Prior accounts: what predictions do they make for PBs?

• 4. Our account: how do we handle the generic puzzle?

• 5. Discussion: what do PBs tell us about genericity and biscuits more generally?

2 Empirical description

PBs shift perspective for perspective-sensitive items in the consequent. What does that
mean, formally?

2.1 The semantics of perspective

We use the following notion of perspective from Bylinina et al. (2015):
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Perspective-sensitive items (henceforth PSIs) are lexical items whose meaning
is dependent on a perspective center (a.k.a. perspective holder), and meet the
following criteria:

(i) Default speaker orientation:
In default environments, the perspective holder is the speaker.

(ii) Shiftability:
In certain environments, the perspective holder can shift to other entities (e.g.,
addressee, attitude holder, salient discourse entity, etc.)

A wide variety of expressions are considered PSIs under this definition, including, but not
limited to:

• spatial prepositions like behind, in front of, left, right, near

• location-sensitive predicates like local, foreigner

• predicates of personal taste like tasty, fun, expensive

• ... and many more

This definition is meant to omit other context-sensitive expressions, such as indexicals like
I and here, whose meaning do not shift2 but remain tied to the speaker and context of
utterance (Kaplan 1989).

How is perspective captured in the semantics?

• We assume an implicit perspective holder argument for PSIs, so ostensibly two-
place predicates like behind(x, y) have a three-place denotation like the following3:

(9) JbehindKg,c = λz.λy.λx. x is behind y from z’s perspective

• In unmodified contexts, the perspective holder argument can be determined contex-
tually via the assignment function g, in a process analogous to anaphora resolution,
e.g.:

(10) g = [1 → cspeaker, 2 → caddressee, 5 → Bob]

• Normally, this is done implicitly, but a perspective holder z can be made explicit
with adjuncts like from (z)’s perspective:

2Setting aside shifty indexicals (Anand 2006; Deal 2020), which are still not quite as freely shiftable as
PSIs.

3A fully compositional account of how the perspective holder variable alters the directional component of
the meaning of spatial prepositions like behind is given by Mulligan and Rawlins (2022) using Vector Space
Semantics (Zwarts 1997; Zwarts and Winter 2000).
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(11) The cat is behind the desk from your2sg perspective. (PH: caddressee)

Note: making the perspective holder argument overt using an explicit from-phrase is
not the same as shifting perspective in a PB.

• Making the perspective holder overt just helps fully-specify the proposition (i.e.,
make it truth-evaluable)

Simply inserting a proposition with a fully-specified PSI (like (11)) in the consequent of a
conditional does not make it a PB. For instance:

(12) a. Coreferential DP in antecedent :
If you2sg are at the door, the cat is behind the desk from your2sg perspective.

(PH: caddressee; hyp. reading)
b. Distinct DP in antecedent :

If Bob is at the door, the cat is behind the desk from your2sg perspective.
(PH: caddressee; hyp. reading)

Why not? These sentences both have perspective for behind fixed to the addressee, but not
because of the if -clause.

• Fails PB feature (i): the antecedent(s) in (12a) and (12b) do not contain a generic
pronoun

– In fact, the if -clauses do not interact at all with the perspective for behind

– Instead, they give conditions under which the consequent is true (i.e., a hypothet-
ical reading)

• Fails PB feature (iii): entailment of a fully-specified consequent proposition

In the following section, we’ll unpack what exactly we mean by condition (iii), the feature
which makes PBs biscuit-like.

2.2 Biscuit conditionals

We’ve already seen some examples illustrating the basic idea behind biscuit conditionals,
but a precise definition for all biscuits is tricky.

What makes a conditional a biscuit conditional?

Ostensibly, the hallmark property of biscuit conditionals is consequent entailment (CE):

(CE) Biscuit conditionals entail their consequent, regardless of the truth of the an-
tecedent.

(13) (you don’t want biscuits) + (2b) ⇒ There are biscuits on the sideboard.
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However, CE is neither a necessary nor sufficient condition for biscuit conditionals (Rawlins
2020):

• Not sufficient: unconditionals (Rawlins 2008) and concessives (König 1986).

– CE, but can be inferred by exhaustively quantifying over antecedents

• Not necessary: questions, commands, and false consequents (Siegel 2006).

– No/undefined CE, but convey a biscuit-like move with their antecedents

CE is also difficult to evaluate in the case of PBs:

• The consequent of PBs contain a perspective-sensitive item, which, in isolation, con-
tains a free perspective holder variable:

(14) λz. [The cat is behind(z) the desk.]

• Hard to say whether an underspecified consequent proposition is entailed, especially
if the variable is dependent on the antecedent (Francez 2015) – I’ll say more on that
later.

So what is entailed in PBs?

We claim there is intuitively some non-perspectival component of the PSI that is
still entailed.

• E.g., for behind : that there is a stable spatial arrangement between the cat and the
desk.

• To illustrate: the following proposition using the PSI in front of with a different
perspective holder is truth-conditionally equivalent to (1), our central PB example
using the PSI behind with a perspective from the door:

(15) The cat is in front of the desk from your2sg (the scene viewer)’s perspective.

• We claim that what is unconditionally conveyed by a PB is exactly the stable propo-
sitional content shared by (15) and (1): the spatial relationship between the
objects, relative to the same situation of evaluation.
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• This content does not seem to be particularly conditionally dependent on the an-
tecedent or any other information.

Going forward, we adopt a version of a more general, dynamic notion of CE proposed by
Rawlins (2020):

(CE’) Biscuit conditionals entail a contextual update of a fully-specified, stable
proposition.

For our purposes:

• “contextual update” means dynamically adding a proposition to the discourse context;
and

• “fully-specified” means saturating a PSI-containing proposition so it is no longer perspective-
dependent, capturing the stable spatial meaning illustrated above.

2.3 Generic pronouns

Lastly, we turn to some background on the apparent secret ingredient in PBs: generic
pronouns like onegen and yougen

4 in the antecedent. For instance:

(16) a. Yougen never know what the weather will be like a month out from now.
b. It’s important to brush yourgen teeth.

The analysis of the generic or impersonal pronouns has received surprisingly little attention
in the formal semantics literature, compared to the following two phenomena described as
generic (Krifka et al. 1995):

• kind-referring predicates, like the non-referntial DP beavers in (17a); and

• characterizing sentences, like (17b).

(17) a. Beavers build dams. (kind genericity)
b. Dave takes the 6 o’clock train home. (characterizing genericity)

Both types of generics are typically handled with some type of generic operator, usually
written as gen. As a non-selective quantifier, gen can account for both types of phenomena
(Carlson 1989):

• kind-referring predicates have a bound entity argument:

(18) [gen x: beaver(x)] build-dams(x)

4For the purposes of this talk, generic you is essentially interchangeable with generic one, but we will
mostly stick with generic you for judgments due to its familiarity in the dialect of the authors.
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• characterizing sentences (additionally) have a bound situation argument:

(19) [gen x, s: x = Dave in s] takes-6pm-train(x) in s

• gen is usually decomposed as a universal quantifier with a contextual restriction
function (C), used to account for exceptions:

(20) = [∀x, s: x = Dave ∧ C(x, s) in s] takes-6pm-train(x) in s

where C might restrict the relevant domain of situations to those in which it is a normal
weekday, in which Dave does not have any events or obligations after work, etc.

The semantics of generic one

To our knowledge, the most complete formal analysis of impersonal pronouns comes from
Moltmann (2006, 2010):

• Generic one can also be captured using an operator like gen over entities or individ-
uals.

• According to Moltmann, it also involves “generic simulation,” a kind of inference from
the first person.

• Generic simulation is useful for analyzing other PSIs, appearing in an analysis of pred-
icate of personal taste tasty given by Pearson (2013).

• In our analysis, we will borrow from Pearson (2013) the identification relation I,
inspired by Moltmann:

(21) I(cspeaker, x) (“the speaker identifies with x”)

– I appears as an additional contextual stipulation alongside C in the restrictor.

– This captures the intuition that perspective-taking is a kind of generalization from
first-person experience.

The distribution of generic one

Generic one (and generic you) cannot appear just anywhere. Because its appearance assumes
quantification under an operator, generic one is strange in simple, non-quantificational en-
vironments:

(22) a. #One puts away the dishes.
b. #One misses the bus.
c. #One has a nose. (Moltmann 2006)

They are more felicitous in modalized contexts (Moltmann 2006):
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(23) a. One must put away the dishes. (deontic necessity)
b. One occasionally misses the bus. (frequency adverb)
c. If one has a nose, one can breathe. (antecedent of conditional)

As such, it’s unclear what the meaning of a proposition containing a free instance
of a generic pronoun is.

• Sentences like those in (22) can be paraphrased with phrases like someone, people, or the
typical person, but as Moltmann observes, these come with additional presuppositions
and inferences that are not present with the generic pronoun:

(24) a. Someone puts away the dishes.
b. People miss the bus.
c. The typical person has a nose. (Moltmann 2006)

As we’ll see ahead, the problems with generic pronouns in unquantified contexts make it dif-
ficult to assess biscuithood when the antecedent is treated as a standalone proposition:

(25) #Yougen are at the door.

3 Prior analyses

How do prior accounts of biscuit conditionals handle perspectival biscuits?

Prior analyses of biscuit conditionals typically fall into one of two general families of strate-
gies:

• Speech act conditionals and scope:
The if -clause in a biscuit reading attaches at a syntactically higher level than if -
clauses in a hypothetical conditional, interacting at the level of speech acts (Davison
1979; Iatridou 1991; Siegel 2006) or topicality (Ebert et al. 2014).

• Pragmatic inference:
The if -clause in a biscuit is no different syntactically or compositionally from the if -
clause in a hypothetical conditional, but the biscuit reading is derived pragmatically
when the truth conditions of the antecedent and consequent are thought to be logically
independent (epistemic independence) (Franke 2007, 2009).

I’ll consider each of these families in turn.

3.1 Speech act conditionals

The main idea common to these accounts is that the antecedent is supplying a condition on
something other than the possible worlds in which the consequent is true.
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• Davison (1979): Biscuits provide an appropriateness condition on the “well-formedness
of a speech act [of the consequent]”.
E.g., the biscuit interpretation of (2a):

(26) ≈ ‘If you’re curious, an utterance of “Our talk is Sunday at 11:40am” is ap-
propriate in this context.’

• Iatridou (1991): Speech act-modifying if -clauses scope higher than hypothetical if -
clauses.

• Siegel (2006): Biscuit if -clauses quantify over potential literal acts; relevance is con-
textually restricted.

For PBs, the idea that if -clauses restrict at the speech act level is attractive, particularly
if one assumes a dedicated syntactic position for perspective holders (e.g., Speas and Tenny
2003).

The perspective-shifting if -clause for PBs may attach at a level different from that for
hypotheticals, but also perhaps at a different level from the speech act, too:

(27) a. If you’re curious, if you’re at the door, the cat is behind the desk. (b. + PB)
b.#?If you’re at the door, if you’re curious, the cat is behind the desk. (b. only?)

Perspective-shifting if may therefore be handled distinctly from relevance-based biscuits,
though the judgements for these sentences (and others like it) are muddy.

Overview of speech act accounts and PBs
• PBs can co-occur with normal (relevance)-based biscuit antecedents, but not in
arbitrary orders, suggesting a distinct mechanism;

• no specific compositional predictions about which component of the consequent
proposition is targeted (see Ebert et al. 2008);

• no predictions about the generic.

3.2 Pragmatic inference

Pragmatic accounts treat biscuit and hypothetical conditionals as syntactically equivalent;
distinct readings emerge via pragmatic reasoning about epistemic independence of the an-
tecedent and consequent (Franke 2007):

Let’s see what that reasoning looks like for (2a), where for the form If p, q :

p =‘You’re curious.’
q =‘Our talk is Sunday at 11:40am.’

• Two propositions p,q are epistemically independent if, relative to an agent’s epis-
temic state, learning the truth of one proposition gives you no information toward
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settling the truth of the other.

– E.g., a reasonable agent knows that whether or not a person is currently curious,
i.e., a mental state, cannot tell you anything about whether or not a talk is
scheduled at a particular time.

• Formally:

– A proposition x is epistemically possible (♢A) relative to an agent A’s
epistemic state EA iff x ∩ EA ̸= ∅.

– Two propositions p and q are epistemically independent for agent A
iff, for all combinations of issues P ∈ {p,¬p}, Q ∈ {q,¬q}:

if ♢AP ∧ ♢AQ, then ♢A(P ∩Q).

• Franke’s proof: assuming antecedent p is at least epistemically possible, consequent
entailment (of q) follows logically from epistemic independence.

• Biezma and Goebel (2023) and Goebel (2017): extension to factual independence,
by taking into account law-like dependencies in addition to epistemic states to handle
factual conditionals, where the antecedent is a proposition both interlocutors already
take for granted.

Chimericals

Of the pragmatic accounts, PBs most resemble chimerical conditionals (Francez 2015),
which are conditionals which have simultaneous hypothetical and biscuit interpretations.
For example:

(28) If you are going to Barcelona, I know a local tailor. (Francez 2015)

a. If you are going to Barcelona, I know a local tailor there. (bisc.)
b. If you are going to Barcelona, I know a tailor local to your destination. (hyp.)

Francez claims that this ambiguity in readings arises when there are possibly distinct inter-
pretations for a (potentially implicit) context-sensitive argument in the consequent
(e.g., the location parameter for local).

1. When the argument is a rigid designator (local to Barcelona), the antecedent and
consequent can be shown to be epistemically independent, giving rise to a biscuit
reading.

Consequent of (28a):
≈ ‘I know a tailor named Jordi in Barcelona.’

2. When the argument is an individual concept or variable (local, relative to some
location), dependence cannot be ruled out, giving rise to a hypothetical:
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Consequent of (28b):
≈ (I know tailors in three locales: New York, London, and Milan).’
‘I know a local tailor depending on your destination.’

Are PBs chimerical conditionals?

PBs do appear to fit the bill, and at least predict the hypothetical reading with non-generic
DPs:

• There is a context-sensitive (perspective-sensitive) item in the consequent, leading to
multiple potential fully-specified propositions for the consequent; and

• When the perspective holder is a bound variable, the account correctly predicts a
hypothetical reading for some non-generic DPs as in (5).

So far, I have characterized the puzzle as:

• (G–B) Generic pronouns lead to perspective-shifting biscuit readings (PB).

• (NG–H) Non-generic DPs lead to hypothetical readings.

However, these are only the most prominent readings. In fact, the full space of possi-
bilities seem in principle possible:

• (NG–B) Non-generic DPs can produce “perspectival” readings when the DP in the
antecedent co-occurs as the perspective holder in the consequent:

(29) If Bob is at the door, the cat is behind the desk (from Bob’s perspective).
(bisc.)

This biscuit reading can perhaps be predicted by the Franecz account for chimericals
on the basis of epistemic independence:

– An agent’s knowledge of the world (namely, that cats are more often indiffer-
ent than not) may rule out a hypothetical reading when consequent has a rigid
designator

– Independence is unintuitive to reason about in the case of ¬p ∩ q (negated an-
tecedent), but possible

• (G-H) The generic pronoun also seems to be able to produce hypothetical readings,
i.e., for (1):

(30) If yougen are at the door, the cat is behind the desk.
≈ ‘When an arbitrary person is present at the door, the cat hides behind the
desk.’ (compatible with various perspective holders) (hyp.)
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However, this reading is not predicted by any of the independence-based accounts (nor
is the primary PB reading, (G-B)).

– As seen in Sec. 2: a sentence containing a free instance of generic you cannot
serve as a well-formed proposition, so it is unclear how to apply Franke’s
notion of independence.

– Attempts to rephrase the generic pronoun in the antecedent into a well-formed
proposition tip the interpretation back into hypothetical reading territory:

(31) If {someone/anyone/an arbitrary person} is at the door, the cat is behind
the desk. (hyp.)

Overview of pragmatic accounts and PBs
• Pragmatic accounts derive biscuit interpretations from reasoning about indepen-
dence.

• For PBs, on a naive dissection of the conditional, neither the antecedent nor
consequent propositions are fully well-formed;
1. The antecedent contains a generic pronoun, which is infelicitous outside of

modalized contexts;
2. The consequent contains a free perspective holder variable.

• Francez (2015) addresses the second problem by identifying context-dependent
arguments as the locus of alternating biscuit and hypothetical readings (for us,
the perspective holder variable of the PSI);

• However, this account only predicts chimericity for non-generic DP antecedents,
and has no clear predictions for our primary PB reading for generic you.

We now present an account which attempts to handle all of the readings presented thus
far.

4 Our analysis

We have seen that accounts that take the antecedent and consequent propositions as atomic
are problematic for PBs:

• In the antecedent: the meaning of the unmodalized generic you in PBs cannot be
coerced into a stable proposition equivalent to those produced by similar quantified
expressions like someone or anyone

• In the consequent: the PSI contains a potentially free perspective holder variable
(though this problem can be resolved by making the argument explicit, as done by
Francez in his analysis of chimerical conditionals).

Rather than treat PBs as a function of two separate, fully-specified propositions, we claim
that PBs are better understood as a single, generically quantified expression.
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• In a standard tripartite structure for quantifiers, a quantified expression has the fol-
lowing form:

(32) [operator : restrictor] scope

• As observed by Partee (1995), quantified sentences that can be analyzed with this form
can often be re-expressed in terms of a conditional.

• The generic quantifier gen is no exception, working for both genericity of kinds and
genericity of characterizing sentences:

(33) a. Beavers build dams. (repeated (17a))
b. [gen x: beaver(x)] build-dams(x) (repeated (18))
c. ≈ ‘If something is a beaver, it builds dams.’

(34) (repeated (7), from Krifka et al. (1995)):

a. Mary smokes after dinner.
b. [gen s, x : x = Mary ∧ it’s after dinner in s] x smokes in s.
c. ≈ ‘If it’s after dinner, Mary smokes.’

• These paraphrases follow straightforwardly from Kratzer (1981)’s thesis that if -clauses
are nothing but the restrictors of various operators.

• In their discussion of biscuit conditionals, Biezma and Goebel (2023) also point out
paralellisms between if -clauses and dependencies in quantificational structures.

Given these observations, we can analyze our main PB (1) using an analogous structure:

(35) a. If yougen are at the door, the cat is behind the desk.
b. [gen s, x : x is at the door in s] the cat is behind(x) the desk in s.

This is a good start:

• Generic you is correctly analyzed as a variable quantified over gen;

• That variable appears bound in the perspective holder for consequent PSI behind ;

• The relevant perspective is provided compositionally by the antecedent, now analyzed
as the restrictor for gen.

However, this alone does not offer any insights yet into our main puzzle:

Why does a biscuit reading arise with generic you?

We claim that, because gen is a non-selective quantifier, we can analyze PB an-
tecedents with generic you more like generic kinds; that is, by quantifying exclu-
sively over individuals, rather than situations.
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Therefore, a properly perspectival biscuit reading of (1) would look more like this:

(36) [gen x : x is at the door] the cat is behind(x) the desk in s0.
(where s0 is the current situation of evaluation)

= [∀x : at(x, the-door) ∧ C(x) ∧ I(cspeaker, x)] behind(the-cat, the-desk, x) in s0.

This captures several key intuitions:

• When making a purely perspective-shifting claim, we should hold the state of affairs
of our world to be constant; we only want to draw attention to a particular manner
of describing that state.

• The individual used as the perspective holder can be thought of a kind, where the
restrictor provides the relevant domain restriction(s):

– What kind of “kind” is it? → “being-at-the-door-ness” as a property of individuals
serving as perspective holders;

– The contextual restriction C limits such individuals to those that are facing to-
wards the objects of discussion, with normal vision, etc.;

– The identification relation I further limits such individuals to those that can be
related to in a first-personal way: spatial perspective for arbitrary perspective
holders uses a relative frame of reference, just as in egocentric (speaker-
centered) situations (Mulligan and Rawlins 2022).

As for the hypothetical readings, they emerge the usual way: by quantifying over possible
worlds or situations as per the Lewis-Kratzer-Heim view of if -clauses as domain restrictors
(Heim 1982; Kratzer 1981; Lewis 1975).

• In the case of non-generic DPs, we simply quantify over only situations: [∀s].

• In the case of generic quantification, we quantify over both individuals and situations
as in (35b): [gen s, x].

– In fact, this might be the best LF for a counterfactual version:

(37) If you were at the door, the cat would be behind the desk (from your
perspective).

– (37) and (1) arguably have the same usage conditions, and we are agnostic about
which cognitive strategy (e.g., mental simulation) is used;

– We do claim they employ distinct linguistic strategies ([gen s, x] vs. ([gen x]),
and this difference is manifested in the subjunctive morphology.
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Summary of main readings:

• (G-B) Generic pronoun, PB biscuit reading:

(38) [gen x: x is at the door] the cat is behind(x) the desk.

• (NG-H) Non-generic pronoun, hypothetical reading (possibly chimerical):

(39) a. [∀s: Bob is at the door in s] the cat is behind(g(i)) the desk.
(compatible with any discourse-anaphoric perspective holder:
speaker, Bob, etc.)

b. If someone is at the door, ...
[∀s: ∃x: x is at the door in s]

Summary of possible, less-prominent readings:

• (G-H) Generic pronoun, hypothetical reading:

(40) [gen s, x: x is at the door in s] the cat is behind(x) the desk.
(generic entity variable optionally bound; also compatible with discourse-
anaphoric perspective holders)

• (NG-B) Non-generic pronoun, perspective-aligned – but not PB/perspective-
shifting – biscuit reading (possibly chimerical):

(41) [∀s: Bobk is at the door in s] the cat is behind(g(k)) the desk.
(special case of (39a): discourse-anaphoric to entity in the antecedent)

5 Discussion

Main points:

• We have given an account of perspectival biscuits, a kind of biscuit conditional which
shifts perspective for PSIs in the consequent to a perspective given in the antecedent.

• We claim that perspectival biscuits are best treated as a single generically quantified
proposition over individuals, licensed by the generic pronoun, where the restriction
in the antecedent picks out the relevant perspective-holding properties and the fully-
specified consequent proposition is unconditionally entailed.

• Overall, our account suggests that, despite the similarities in conditional form, there
may be multiple compositional strategies leading to the classic empirical signature of
a biscuit conditional.

There are still several remaining issues to explore. Here are just a couple:
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Negated antecedents PBs behave somewhat differently from regular biscuit conditionals
in that they do not seem to allow inference with negated antecedents (c.f. (13)):

(42) a. ?If yougen’re not at the door, the cat is behind the desk.
̸≈ ‘The cat is behind the desk, from the point of view of the door.’

b. [gen x : ¬(x is at the door)] ...

Why do negated antecedents fail to act as felicitous PBs?

• One reason: generically quantified perspective holder with the restrictor [x is not
at the door ] is compatible with too many potential locations, and thus cannot be
contextually constrained to a singular perspective.

• Negated antecedents can work for PBs when the domain of possible perspective holders
is binary:

(43) Context: The door to backstage is only accessible from an alley between 1st
and 2nd street.
If you’re not coming from 1st street, backstage is to the left.
(You must be coming from 2nd street.)

The data in (43) seem to be supported by another relevant observation, which is that generic
you resists focus:

(44) #If YOUgen’re at the door, the cat is behind the desk.

Assuming that focused constituents draw attention to sets of possible alternatives (Rooth
1992), it would make little sense to emphasize a constituent corresponding to the variable
in a quantified expression.

On the other hand, the (perspectival) information contained in the restrictor is compatible
with sets of alternative perspectival properties:

(45) a. If you’re at the DOOR, the cat is BEHIND the desk.
b. If you’re at the WINDOW, the cat is to the LEFT of the desk.

These data seem to support our restrictor-based account of PBs, and align with the view
of Biezma and Goebel (2023) that if -clauses may play a role in introducing QUDs Roberts
(1996) for biscuits.

Generic pronouns in other biscuit conditionals This analysis raises the question of
whether genericity plays a role in biscuit conditionals more generally.

• For instance, the you found in many classic examples of biscuit conditionals in the
literature might very well be instances of generic you:
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(46) a. If you’re hungry, there’s pizza in the fridge.
b. If you think about it, a hot dog is a sandwich.

• Of course, some other uses of you in the antecedent are clearly referential, as in this
factual conditional from Goebel (2017):

(47) A: I am starving!
B: If you are so hungry, there are sandwiches in the fridge.

But in most cases, it’s difficult to distinguish reliably between you2sg and yougen in biscuit
conditionals, and better diagnostics are needed.

Thank you!

For discussion of this topic, the authors are grateful to members of the JHU semantics lab,
audiences at JHU and WCCFL 40, as well as Maŕıa Biezma, Justin Bledin, and Barbara
Landau, and anonymous SALT reviewers.
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